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Hugo Strange is a fictional supervillain appearing in American comic books published by DC Comics,
commonly as an adversary of the superhero Batman.The character is one of Batman's first recurring villains
and is also one of the first Batman villains to discover the hero's secret identity
Hugo Strange - Wikipedia
Since his first appearance in 1939, Batman has been adapted into various media such as film, radio,
television, and video games, as well as numerous merchandising items. The Batman franchise is the sixth
highest-grossing franchise of all time, having made an estimated US$ 23.8 billion.
Batman franchise media - Wikipedia
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Jim said.... Nicely done sir. Thank you for the monster! :) I too think the "blood sack" has a certain je ne sais
quoi to it... July 7, 2011 at 4:05 PM
Strigoi: A New witch monster for Basic-era games
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It's going to be Carmilla week here at the Other Side! Up next is Laura and Carmilla for the Ubiquity System.
A world that one could easily find a surly vampire and a tiny gay journalist. The Ubiquity system compares
well to the Unisystem game system. So if the Buffy RPG versions work well enough ...
Die As One, Together As Lovers: Carmilla and Laura for
pattyrose is a fanfiction author that has written 24 stories for Twilight, and Pride and Prejudice.
pattyrose | FanFiction
A collection of readerâ€™s stories . There is power in telling your story, and power in reading the stories of
others. There is therapeutic value in telling our stories to people who understand, and in reading the stories of
others and finding out weâ€™re not alone.
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